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Each question carries equal marks

(

Instructions:

o Answer all questions.

r No paper should be removed from the examination hall.

r Do not use any correction fluid.

1. a) Find the following limits:
13 +8(i) tim'-' t]_z t+Z'

(ii) lim '/FT-'z
b) On a warm day in a garden, water in a bird bath evaporates in such a way that the volume ,V ml,

at time t hours is given by

,:uo':',r>0.
(i) Find ff orinsflrst principres and show that it is negative.
(ii) At what rate is the water evaporating after 2 hours?

(iii) Sketch the graph of V : ryfor / € [t /3,2).
(iv) Calcultae the gradient of the chord joining the endpoints of the graph for r € lt 13,21 and

explain what the value of this gradient measures.

c) Differentiate the folowing functions with respect to x:
(i) h(x) - e2x+t :rrn(zx),

(ii) g(x) : l*cosx.
I _COSX

2' A veterinarian has administered a painkiller by injection to a s;ick horse. The concentration ofpainkiller in the blood, c mg f {, can be delined by the rule

3t'-44'
where r is the number of hours since the medication was administered.
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3. a) Show that the function 
?

f (x,y) :30xt/zy3/2 -2L
v

is homogeneous of degree 2 andsatisfies the Euler's theorem. ( "i

b) Using the substitution a : t2 *4, evaluate

ILa,J ,/P ++
c) Use integration by parts formula to show that

f x2 m*a* : *r'(3ln x- l) +c;

where C is an arbitrary constant.

fil Find *.
dt

(ii) What is the maximum concentration of painkiller in the blood, and at what time is this achieved?

(iii) The effect of the painkiller is considerably reduced once the concentration falls below 0.5mgl(,,
when a second dose needs to be given to the horse. When does this occur?

(iv) Find the rate of change of concentration of painkiller in the blood after one hour. Give your
answer correct to 2 decimal places.

(v) When is the rate of change of concentration of painkiller in the blood equal to -0.06 mg / t / hour?
Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

4. a) The average rate of increase, in cmf month, ln the length of a baby boy from birth until age 36
months is given by the rule

dL4
,1, 

: 
\/i'

where / is the time in months since birth and L is the length in centimeters. Find the average / ,.

total increase in length of a baby boy from 6 months of age until 36 months of age. Give your \

answer correct to I decimal place.

b) ShoW by the method of separation of variables, that the solution of the differential equation

?:r'-e3'v2dx
can be written as

r- I 
'' -x+ fe3'+C'

where C is an arbitrary constant.

Given ) : I when .tr : 0, show that C :213 and write down the solution in its simpiest tbrm.

c) Test the diflerential equation

(zxy+cosy) dx+(* -xsiny -2y)dy:Q
for exactness. If it is exact, then find its solution.
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